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ABSTRACT

A new pinning mechanism (termed incommensurate) is put forward

for K Pt(CN) Br x 3.2 H O(KCP) based on the Q-quasi-modulated

distribution of the bromine anionS(Er ) along the chain axis (Q/2 being

the Fermi momentum reduced to the first Brillouin zone). The different

origins of the direct current (d.c.) thermally-activated gap and optical

gap are thereby explained. The spectrum of the collective excitations

(amplitudons and phasons) and the dielectric function are calculated for

the charge density wave (CDW) state. Fair agreement Is obtained with

the optical and neutron scattering data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the most appealing issue predicted by the Frohlich theory

[lj of the charge density wave (CDW) in the jgllium model of a strictly

one-dimensional solid is the sliding phase mode. The static 2k -periodic

distortion [2] ' k being the Fermi mome.iluni) of the background of positive

ions is described as a macroacopical occupation of the + 2k -phonnn modec

[3~J . Consequently a gap opens up at + k which lowers the occupied

electron states and modulates the density of electrons with the wavevector

2 k . The energy of this CDW state depends only on the amplitude of the

distortion (modulus of the complex order parameter). There are non-zero

values of this amplitude (depending on the electron-phonon coupling strength)

whereat the CDW energy attains its absolute minimum: the gain in the

electron energy overcomes the cost in the elastic energy stored up by the

distorted background, so that the system possesses a new, stable ground state.

This CDW ground state has a reduced translational symmetry and, therefore,

a spontaneous symmetry breaking may be spoken of in this one dimensional

model of electrons coupled with phonons. As the energy of the CDW state

does not depend on the phase of the distortion the ensuing Goldstone mode

is associated with this parameter [&]. It follows that the modulated

density of electrons and the modulated distortion of the background may be

translated against one another as travelling waves, by an applied electric

field for example, at no energy expense. Since the electrons are free to

move through the whole one dimensional system whereas the distortions of

the positive background are held around the equilibrium average positions

of the ions the sliding phase mode will carry a net supercurrent. The

remaining phonons whose wavevectors differ from ± 2k can perturbationally

be taken into account by means of the usual field-theoretical methods of

the condensed matter physics under the assumption that they represent small

fluctuations with respect to the CDW ground state. First of all they

enhance considerably the mass of the electronic CDW as a ccnseijjmce of tire inertial

effect of ttie background . Secondly their interaction with the electrons can be described

within a reasonable approximation in terms of two kinds of low-lying

collective excitations: amplitudons and phas.ons [4], The amplitudons
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correspond to the fluctuations of the amplitude of the distortion and they

have a nori-zc o frequency in the long wavelength limit. The phasons are

associated V i.he phase of the distortion and in the long wavelength limit

they represf t the Goldstone bosons.

The foregoing picture is highly idealized into at least two

directions as compared with the real quasi-one-dimensional materials [5].

At finite temperatures the fluctuations in one dimension will suppress the

occurrence of the CDW phase transition [p\ predicted by the mean field

theory Q3,7j although the interchain coupling will reduce considerably the

effect of these fluctuations [e]. It follows that a fluctuating gap

develops in the electronic spectrum which is responsible for the fluctuation

paraconductivity above the critical temperature (three- dimensional ordering

temperature) whereas an exponentially-activated direct current (d.c.)

conductivity occurs below this temperature [9,10]. The true CDW phase sets

up at temperatures much lower than the electronic gap predicted by the

mean field theory. However the dynamics of the CDW state is still more

complicated. Additional interactions should be taken into account, besides

the electron-phonon interaction, in order to get a more realistic

description of the quasi-one dimensional materials. These supplementary

terms cause the translational invariance of the hamiltonian to be 3o'st.

The energy of the CDW state depends on the phase of the distortion and the

ground state is achieved for a well defined value of this parameter. The

periodic distortion of the background and the modulated electron density

are not only fixed relative to one another but also with respect to the

laboratory frame. Consequently a non-zero amount of energy is needed in

order to translate the CDW as a whole: the Goldstone mode is shifted

towards a non-zero frequency and the sliding phase mode becomes a pinned

one. Oscillations of the phase parameter produces a dipole between the

distorted positive background and the modulated electron density so that

the pinned phase mode is optically active. This mode as well as the gap in

the electronic spectrum give rise to well-pronounced peaks in the optical

conductivity. The residual interactions broaden these peaks appreciably

by introducing a finite life-time of the phonon and electron states.
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There have been put forward mainly three pinning mechanism; of the

phass mode in the quasi-one-dimensional materials [4]: commensurahi1ity with

the underlying lattice, interchain coupling and the effect of the impurities.

In the first approximation the 2k - periodic potential of the distorted

lattice ( 2k .< "/?, G being the basic reciprocal vector of the original

lattice) couples the degenerate electron state?, + k thus opening a gap

of magnitude 2h at the two Fermi points, A being the absolute value of the

potential strength much smaller than the Fermi level. If the CDW is

commensurate with the original lattice, that is, if the ratio 2 k /G i s a

simple fraction, 2k /G = N/M, N,M-integers, 2fe2N$M, K being the order

of commensurability, then the 2k -periodic potentials couples also, by

umklapp scattering processes, the degenerate states k and

- k + NG = - k + M.2k . Taking into account this contribution in the
f F F j^2 y

second- order approximation one obtains a gap 2&[l + 2(A/W) cos MI^JJ

and a pinning frequency which is proportional to (d/W) , >̂ being the

phase of the distortion and W an energy scale much larger than A.

Particularly effective is the commensurability mechanism for M = 2 (half-

filled band). For large values of M (highly incommensurate limit) the

effect of the commensurability may be neglected. The long-range Coulomb

interchain interaction also can produce the pinning of the phase mode. The

corresponding interaction energy between the modulated electron densities

on two adjacent chains can be estimated as a function of the difference A^>

between the phases of the -two chain distortions. This energy at.tains its

minimum value for A<A=1T, that is the two CDW's on the adjacent chains

tend to lock one another out of phase [jl]. The in-phase ordering will

occur between two oppositely charged adjacent chains. The CDW's locking

between the neignoouring chains, brought about by the Coulomb interchain

interaction, will give rise to a transverse ordering of the CDW state and a

pinning frequency of the phase mode. The effectiveness of this pinning

mechanism can be assessed by making use of the magnitude of the transverse

correlation length. The presence of the impurities provides another

pinning mechanism. The impurities embedded in the one dimensional electron

fluid couple to the 2k - modulated electron density directly by the phase



of the distortion and not, as usually, by its gradient [4]. Due to this

strong coupling the impurities tend to fix the phase and thereby to pin up

the CDW. For randomly distributed impurities the competititon between the

compressibility energy of the CDW and the impurity energy has been estimated

and it has been shown [12] that two distinct cases should be considered.

In the strong pinning case (large strength of the impurity coupling or

dilute impurities) the phase of the CDW tends to attain the same value at

every impurity site in order to gain the maximum impurity energy. In the

opposite limit ( weak pinning case) the system breaks up into domains such

that the phase of the distortion varies slowly over each domain length and

at every impurity site the CDW (total) phase is randomly distributed. In

both cases the pinning frequency of the phase mode has been evaluated [_12] .

However, a serious difficulty is related to the randomness of the impurity

distribution. It has been shown [13] that no matter how weak the disorder

in one dimension destroys the long-range correlated CDW state even if the

interchain long-range Coulomb interaction is included [_14,15]. Consequently

a too short correlation length is obtained along the chain Q.6].

The quasi-one-dimensional material known as potassium cyano-

platinide KCP [jtPt (CN) Br x 3.2 H CQ has extensively been investigated
4 0 j 3 2

so that a clear picture has been achieved of its structural and physical

properties [5]. The highly anisotropic structure of this material consists

of long, linear, parallel chains of (quasi) planar Pt(CN) complexes

arrayed into a square two dimensional lattice. At room temperature the
D

Pt-Pt distance along the chain is c = 2.65 A (comparable to that of metallic

platinum ) whereas the interchain spacing is considerably larger, a = 9.B8 A

(both of them slightly temperature dependent). The unit cell extends over

two (slightly inequivalent) Pt-Pt distances and includes asymmetrically

located potassium ions and water molecules. Each platinum chain is surrounded

at equal distances by other four chains whereon bromines (Er )and (additional)

water molecules are placed at {%, K,iv0.5) and, respectively, VA, \, A- 0.34)

[I7j . The one dimensional metallic behaviour of KCP is ensured by the

strongly overlapped 5d 5 Pt orbitals along the chain, while the overlap

between the electronic orbitals in the neighbouring chains is very small.
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In addition 0.3 out of the two valence elme
*

to Br" so that the electronic Fermi momentum is k = 1.7ir/2c = 0.92 A

and the Fermi level £ = 3.3 eV, both consistent with a nearly-free-

electron band structure (Fermi velocity V = 11 x 10 m/s). It is note-

worthy how important the presence of 0.3 Br icns per formula unit is for l;Iie

conduction properties of KCP, a hole-like conduction band of width

Q = 0.3"TT/c being formed in the top Pt band (Q/2 being the Fermi momentum

reduced to the first Brillouin zone).

At room temperature the conductivity of the KCP along the chain is

several hundred (Jlcm) and the ratio of this conductivity to the
4

transverse one is about 5 x 10 . A broad transition takes place in KCP

near 200K from a metallic (semi-metallic) to an insulating state. The

conductivity along the chain falls down quickly at low temperatures as a

thermally-activated d.c. conductivity'1 with a characteristic gap

? £ ^ 0.11 eV [18,19]. This result, together with the metallic behaviour of

the KCP along the chain [20], suggests that the material undergoes a broad,

fluctuating Peierls-Frb'hlich transition [l,2] towards a CDW state as the

temperature is lowered, the conductivity above the critical temperature

being interpreted as a fluctuation paraconductivity [9,10]. The static,

periodic lattice distortion of wavevector Q = 0.3TT/c and the precursor

Kofan anomaly have been observed by X-ray and neutron scattering experiments,

in KCP, the correlation length of the CDW ordered state along the chain

being very long, ~§ y> 400 A I El I . Below 1201C transverse ordering develops which

saturates around 80K with a correlation length much smaller, ~% ^30-50 A;

however a complete three-dimensional ordering is never accomplished. The

amplitude of the Pt(CN) distortion was found to be S ~0.02S A (at 7K),

the adjacent Pt chains being distorted 180. out of phase [22,23]. Subsequent

neutron scattering studies [23-25] have been carried out in order to

investigate the spectrum of the longitudinal acoustic phonons. High

anisotropy and slight temperature dependence have been reported over a

large temperature range. The spectrum is strongly distorted in a very

narrow region around the wavevector 0. A Raman active [_25,26] Q-mode at

Li ^ 6 meV has been pointed out which has been interpreted as the
R
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amplitudon mode. A maximum in the Q-scattering has been found at

iO — 2,5 meV [24,25] with no transverse dispersion which has been identified

as the pinned phason mode in agreement with the optical data [26,27],

Optical spectroscopy data revealed once more the highly anisotropic

one-dimensional character of the KCP Q.8,19,27], The optical conductivity

has been derived by a Kramers-Kronig analysis of the reflectivity measured

along the chain axis and the data have been discussed in terne of a

phenomenological dielectric functions [27]. A broad optical peak at

2^j- = 0.2 eV has been found at all temperatures which sharpens considerably

as the temperatures are lowered, preserving its position and strength. This

peak has been interpreted as the Peierls-Frohlich fluctuating pseudo-gap

[28,29] which transforms into a true gap below the critical temperature of

about 80K at the same time as the three-dimensional ordering occurs. In

the far infrared region (f.i.r.) a small peak has been obtained in the

conductivity at low temperatures located approximately at (jj =1.9 meV

which has been interpreted as the pinning frequency of the phase mode.

From the plasma frequency of the CDW the ratio m /m = 10 has also been

obtained [27] where m is the CDW mass per electron, strongly

enhanced as compared to the free electron mass m as a result of the

inertial effect of the lattice distortion jj.,4].

The pinning frequency of the phase mode in KCP can not be accounted

for either by the commensurability mechanism or the interchain coupling.

Indeed, the value 0.3 {= 3/10) of the ratio Q/G (G being the basic

reciprocal vector of the lattice) clearly indicates that the CDW in KCP is

highly incommensurate with the underlying lattice [4] and, consequently,

the commensurability is altogether ineffective in this material. As regards

the interchain coupling mechanism of pinning^ane can infer from the very

short transverse correlation length [21-25] that the interchain coupling is

too weak so as to produce a relatively large pinning frequency i\Xt - 2,5 meV).

The ineffectiveness of the Coulomb interchain coupling in KCP has previously

been pointed out [4,8,16,30] by theoretical estimations of its strength.

The pinning mechanism brought about by the Sr impurities in KCP

deserves a more detailed discussion. The importance of the part played by
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Br in KCP is widely recognized as it is obvious that the electron transfer

from Ft to Er renders the latter an essential constituent of the structure

of this material. The Br ions have been supposed- to induce the periodic

distortion of the Pt chains via the Friedel oscillations [3l] , thus giving

rise to the central elastic peak observed in the neutron scattering

experiments. It has been argued [3l] that the assumed randomness of the

Br distribution along the chain prevents the material to undergo a sharp,

three-dimensional ordered, CDW transition and, in addition, it has been

shown [32] that the randomly distributed Br ions give rise to a dip in the

density of states near the Fermi points so that a pseuda'rvip is developed

which smeares out the Peierls-Frohlich transition and depresses the critical

temperature £33] in agreement with the experimental data. However, the

randomly distributed impurities in one dimension produce a disruptive

effect on the long-range correlated CDw state; although largely diminished

this effect is not suppressed even by the long-range Coulomb interaction

[14-16], The large values of the correlation length along the chain

(%u 7 400 A},the absence of the transverse dispersion of the phasons as

well as the critical temperature of the Peierls-Frohlich transition in KCP

are difficult to be understood within the theory of the randomly distributed

Br (weak pinning case) [l5,16j. This approach predicts a simple relation-

ship between the correlation length along the chain and the pinning

frequency which fails to be satisfied by the experimentally observed values

of these quantities. In order to overcome these difficulties it has been

claimed [l6j that the sites occupied by Br are not so randomly distributed

as they appear at the first sight. Assuming a uniform distribution of the

Br ions, whose concentration is 0,3/c, one obtains an average distance

between two neighbouring Br~ions of c/0.3 which corresponds to the

wavevector 2"IT/( c/0,3) = 0.3(j?T/c)- 2Q, which is equivalent to a 4k -

modulation along the chain. This 2Q-modulated, Br distribution ensures a

long-range correlated CDW state and acts as a commensurability potential

(half-filled band) which gives rise to a pinning frequency in fair

agreement with the experimental one \\&} . In order to get a direct

coupling between the 20-modulated Br distribution and the CDW it has



tentatively been claimed [16] that the latter would have higher harmonics

of wavevfctor 2Q. However, this suggestions leads t o a somewhat unrealistic

conclu. ,.; the Q-anomaly in KCP would be Lhen only a precursor of a Wignercrystal

made by pairs of holes (Pt ) [is] .

As the sites occupied by the Br" ions ( B, concentration 0.3/c) and

(additional) water molecules ( W, concentration 0.2/6) are well defined in

the unit ceii at V/i, \, ̂ 0.5) and, respectively, U , ^,rv0.34) [17] it

follows that the 2Q-modulation of the Br distribution is an average one,

over which a certain amount of disorder is superimposed. The succession

B( ) B{ ) B{ ) of unit cells, where two out of the three blank spaces are

filled with the (additional) water molecules (w), leads to the correct

concentrations 3/10C for B and 2/10c for V and to the average modulation

of wavelength 10 c/3 which corresponds to the wavevector 2Q. However, the

rate of disorder in such a succession of unit cells is rather large, 2 W to

5 unit cells. In order to lower the amount of disorder one can imagine the

larger succession (B B W)( )(B B W)( )(B B W)( ) where only one out of

the three blank spaces is filled with an extra W. In this case one obtains

also the correct concentrations 6/20 c for B and 4/20c for W but the

amount of disorder is largely lowered at 1W to 10 unit cells. In

addition, the average modulation of wavelength 20 c/3 is obtained which ,

however, corresponds to the wavevee^or 0 instead of 2Q. Therefore, it

seems reasonable to assume a Q-quasi-modulation of the Er" along the chain

(instead of 2Q) over which a small amount of disorder is superimposed. The

latter is largely ineffective due to the low rate at which it occurs (1 W

to 10 unit cells) and to the non-coincidence of the B + VI chains and Pt

chains, a fact which helps to enhance the three-dimensional effects. The

Q-quasi-modulated Br distribution generates a Q-quasi-periodic potential

which induces the Peierls-Frohlich transition along the Pt chains £31,34],

The effect of such a potential on the predictions of the mean field"theory

in one dimension has recently been investigated [35].

The aim of the present paper is to put forward a mechanism of

pinning in KCP caused by the Q-quasi-modulation of the Br*along the chains.

It is assumed that at a, temperature as low as the 8r~mobility is greatly

reduced the Br ions distribute along the chains in such a way as their

uiscribution is Q-quasi-modulated. A Q-(q,uasil-peiiodic. potential is

produced by the Br" ions over which a small amount of disorder is super-

imposed. The latter is disregarded in the first approximation. The

remaining Q-Fourier component acts on the electrons in the Pt chains as on

external potential giving rise to a pinning mechanism which may be termed

incommensurate (with respect to the underlying lattice). The Peierls-

Frohlich transition in KCP is driven by the modulated Br~distribution in

agreement with the large values of the CDW correlation length along the

chains. This mechanism of inducing the Peierls-Frohlich transition is

essentially one-dimensional, thus accounting for the rather low rate of

the transverse correlations. The incommensurate pinning mechanism consists

of the Q-periodic potential and an extra elastic energy stored by the

modulated Br distribution. The strength of the Q-periodic potential and

the coupling strength corresponding to the elastic interactions between

the Br~ions and host lattice are taken as fitting parameters. The

different origins of the d.c. gap and optical gap are expla ined: it is

shown that the former is related to the distortion amplitude of the

Pt(CN) complexes while the latter includes also the contribution of the

modulated Br distribution. The pinning frequency and the elementary

excitation spectrum (phassns and amplitudons) are obtained in good agreement

with the experimental data. In particular the width of the distorted

spectrum of the phonons with the wavevector Q. is well reproduced by

making use of the bandwidth cut-off parameter- uaed in studying the Kohn

anomaly [36j. The present approach is further extended to the optical

properties of KCP by making use of the response theory of the electro-

magnetic excitations [37]. The dielectric function is calculated within the

(gauge invariant) bubble approximation and the reflectivity (at normal

incidence) and f.i.r. conductivity are obtained in fair agreement with the

experimental data when one allows for a finite phason lifetime.

The paper is organized as follows. The incommensurate pinning

mechanism is given in § 2. The excitation spectrum is calculated in § 3.

and f.i.r. optical properties (dielectric function, optical conductivity,
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reflectivity) are derived in § 4. Conclusions are included in § 5.

2. INCOMi LiNSURATE PINNING MECHANISM

The incommensurate CDW state in KCP can be described by starting

with the well-known electron-phonon hamiltonian in one dimension (Frohlich

hamiltonian [l]).

where c (c ) and a (a ) are the creation (annihilation) operators of the
P P q q

electron state with the wavevector p and, respectively, phonon state with

the wavevector q, £ and l*J = s|q| denote the electron energy levels

P 1
and, respectively, frequency of the longitudinal acoustic phonons ( s being

* %
the sound velocity), g = g = -a = ( JjHv A.V-) sgn(q) is the

q q °-q F tj

electron-phonon coupling constant ( V being the Fermi velocity and X the

adimensional electron-phonon coupling strength) and V = a + a
J1 q -q

represents the Fourier transform of the phonon field (unit length of the

syBtem along the chain axis).

1
f (2.2)

C being the Pt - Pt distance along the chain and M- the mass of the

Pt{CN) complex. The electron spin label is omitted but the spin contri-
4

bution will be included in all the subsequent calculations. Assuming that

the + Q-phonon modes are iBacroscopically occupied [3] • * § + Q t ? + a =

= de± • + " / 2 ) (A>0), a static

is obtained from (2.2)

(a a n) periodic lattice distortion

(2.3)
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with the wavevector Q and the phase <t> . Tho hamiltonian (2.1) splits

into two parts

(2.4)

the former describing the CDW state and the latter accounting for the

remaining electron-phonon interaction (prime on the SLmnations in (2.4)

meaning all values of q but + Q). In the first (adiabatical) approximation

the physics of the CDW state is described by H , A and <p being

taken as classical variables. The low-lying collective excitations

associated with these variables (amplitudona and, respectively, phasons)

are described by H1 which will be treated by the perturbation
e-ph

theoretical methods in the next section. As the electron states which are

most affected by the lattice distortion with the wavevector Q are those

placed in the neighbourhood of +0/2 within the range 2k , + Q/2 - k

Q/2 + k (k <£k

, Q/ k J

being the bandwidth cut-off [36]) the hamiltonian

H given by (2.4) can be cast into

(£.5)

where the labels 1 and Z correspond ' to•the electron states placed near

+ Q/2 and, respectively, - Q/2, the electron wavevectors p and linearized

energy levels V p being measured relative to + Q/2 and, respectively,

Feroi level. The expression (2.5) is a fair approximation for the

hamiltonian H C D W given by (2.4) as long as the interaction strength A
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associated with the lattice distortion is not too strong as to excite

electron states lying deep in the Fermi sea , % = V k /£. > 1. The

hamiltonian (2.5) can straigthforwardly be brought to its diagonal form

(2.6)

by the canonical transformation

where

(2.7)

> = c o & ^

(2.8)

A gap of magnitude 2L is opened up at p=0 .the ground state |0>

of the hamiltonian (2.6) being filled with particles of the type 1 from

- kc to 0 and with, particles of the type 2 from 0 to k . The

momentum distribution of the original particles in the ground state are

continuous functions of p, no discontinuity occurring at the Fermi points,

1 N
2. V

i-iiLA-J •= i

) •

(2.9)
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The density of electrons in the ground state is modulated with the wave-

vector 0

(2.10)

where n is the average electron density and ? = V k |&>1. The ground
0 j r C'

state energy of the haniiltonian (2,6)

(£.11)

where E ^ V k /TT is the ground state energy of the free electrons,

does not depend on the distortion phase <b • Minimizing the expression

(2.11) with respect to & the gap equation is obtained,

(2.12)

as well as the energy of the CDW ground state E - A /2TTV . It follows

that the CDW state is energetically more favoured than the undistorted one.

The CDW state characterized by the Q-periodic lattice distortion (2.3) and

a modulated electron density (2.10), lost the translational invariance of

the hamiltonian (2.6): a symmetry breaking occurred into the system whose

ground state energy (2.11) does not depend on the distortion phase f> .

The phases of the lattice distortion (^) and modulated electron density

(- <£>-TT/2 ) are fixed relative to each other but not with respect to the

laboratory frame. Consequently, a translational Goldstone mode will appear

associated with the variable y : this is the unpinned phason mode.

At finite temperatures the minimization of the free energy (relative to the

undistorted system)

(2.13)



leads to the gap equation:

(2.14)

which predicts a sharp Peierls-Frohlich transition at

(2.15)

k being the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature (B ^ k B
T^ 4 T h e

present mean field approach is valid in the limit G/LJ* 1-

The f) - modulated Br distribution in KCP stores an elastic energy

whose expression can be written, by analogy with the elastic energy of the

distorted Pt-chains, as & /TTV \. , A. being an dimensional coupling
r 1 1

strength associated with the distorted Br" distribution in the host lattice.

Adding this extra elastic energy to the hamiltonian (2.5) together with

the Q-periodic potential [lO,35] of strength V> 0 generated by the Q-

modulated Br~ distributions the pinned CDW hamiltonian is obtained

>.16)

where the effective coupling strength has been introduced

(2.17)

and
ity

(2.18)

The hamiltcnian (2.16) can straigthforwardly be diagonaliied by a

canonical transformation similar to (2.7), the only difference being the f

dependence of the electronic energy levels.

(2.19)
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and of the ground state energy. The maximum amount of energy gained by

lowering the electronic energy levels is attained for maximum value of the

absolute value of A, that is for <p +TT/2 = 0. Minimizing the ground

state energy with respect to both <k> and & one obtains <p * 7T/2 = 0

and A = A - V + i given by the gap equation

> *
(2.20)

The mean field equilibrium condition at finite temperatures n o w reads

(2.21)

The additional Q - periodic potential of strength V enhances the gap in

the electronic energy levels ( from A to & ) and smeares out the
op

Peierls-Frohlich transition at the mean field critical temperature T

given by (2.15) [35j. There is no longer a real phase transition but an

induced one, due to the presence of the Q - modulated Br" distribution.

The gap parameter A associated with the distortion amplitude of the

Pt(CN) complexes (according to (2.3)) corresponds to the d.c. gap, while
A turns out to be related to the optical gap.
Op

3. COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS: PHASONS AND AMPLITUDONS

Making use of the Nambu spinors V = (c
' P

hamiltonian (2.16) can be written as

H.

lp 2p
' t n e pinned

(3.1)

where |p| < k , ~h = (° \), 'S = Ci ° ) are Pauli matrices and 6 is

- 16 -
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given by (2.20). The Green Functions of this hamiltonian

iG(p,t) = <_0| T fy (t) 1̂  (0)| 0^ can easily be obtained in terms of the

diagonal!- J Green functions i*G (p,t) = <01T ly (t)\y+(O)|O> as

(3.2)

where 1 is the 2 x 2 unit matrix and the transformed spinors "ty are

obtained from the original ones ( V ) by using the canonical transformation

(2.7) with <p +TC/2 = 0 and £ given by (2.21). The diagonalized
P

Green functions have the usual expressions

_. (3.3)

where "p = (p, £ ) - The long wavelength collective excitations of the CDW

state can be treated in a convenient way by introducing the phason ( ̂ ) and

amplitudon (R) operators [4,37]

"-1 '
(3.4)

^ ] - «-tt.,

where q»v,O. The free part of the phonon hatniltonian (2.4) nov reads

(3.5)

- 17 -

where the slight q—dependence of the phonon frequency has been omitted and

the prime on the summation means q 4 0. The free phonon Green functions

i D^ (q,t) =<T <b (t) 0+(O) > and i DR(ci,t) =<T K (t) R+(0)? (the
0 r q ' q ' 0 q q

average being taken over the ground state of the free phonon hatniltonian

(3.5)) have the well-known expression

> - 1 ^ J A (3.6)

where q = (q,(u). The interaction part of the electron-phonon hamiltonian

(2.4) may be written as

(3.7)

where g =(>$TiV JUi,)^, Z „ = (° I"") . ip|<k . q~°. q ̂  0. The inter-
Q F G} £_ i Q C

action hamiltonian (3.7) is perturbationally treated with respect to the

0
free part H __,, + H L given by (3.1) and (3.5), A straightforward

pouw ph
diagrammatical analysis leads to the phonon Dyson equations

(3.8)

<i,R —
with the polarizations IT (q) within the bubble approximation.

2.
(3.9)

where

(3.10)

- 18 -



OC, B = 0,1,2,3, «g = 1 being the 2 x 2 unit matrix and |p| ̂ k - lql/2

It is notewort1 / that within the bubble approximation the <j& -degrees of

freedom are r i[.>letely disentangled from the R-degrees of freedom.

For example, -ne can get straightforwardly /TR (t) <t>(0)> = 0 by making
^ q 'q /

use of the symmetry properties of the electron Green functions and the

special form of the interaction hamiltonian (3.7).

Making use of (3.2) and (3.3) and performing the integral over

frequencies in (3.10) we obtain the polarizations

- U.

< 3 - n )

*= \\

-1
)

~ B? 1
where + mean p + q/2, n { p ) = ( l + e P) is the Fermi-Dirac

distribution and u , v are given by (2.8) with <fc +TZ/2 - 0 from (2.21).
P P '

The polarization (3.11) slightly depend on the temperature so as for a wide

range of temperatures ( B A . ^ 1 ) the distribution "n(p) may be taken as

a step function, n(p) =©(p). Assuming CO , V q « 2 A <<C, 2V k the
F op F c

expression (3.11) can be expanded in powers of V q/2 6 ^£l,
F op

- 19 -

where ~% = V k /A - The frequencies of the collective excitations are
i> F c op

given by the poles of the phonon Green functions (3.8). Making use of the

mean-field equilibrium condition of the CDW state (2.?0) one obtains

straigthforwardly the phason and amplitudon dispersion relations in the

long wavelength limit

£
'I CO + \^>/ (3.13)

being the pinning frequency

K.

\
(3.14)

and m /m the CDW mass per electron mass m (actually m*/m = 1 +
v

/loJ/loJ so that m#—^ m for 0; but 1 is negligible as compared

with 1/Jk «(2 A /"^b' within the present approximation). The phason and

amplitudon frequencies at q = 0 (^^ and C*J in (3.13)) provide us with

a straightforward way of estimating the eleotron-phonon coupling strength

%. . For UJm = 2.5 meV, W = 6 meV and ttJ= 8.1 meV [25,26] the
T R v

value J^ = 0.45 is obtained for this coupling strength, in fair agreement

with other estimations [36,38j. The amplitude of the distortion of the Pt
o

chains estimated from the neutron scattering experiments is about 0.025 A
o

C22,23^|. Taking for the Pt-Pt distance the value c ^ 2.85 A [25]

and the electron-phonon coupling strength given before A = 0.45 we get

from (2.3) (H being the mass of the Pt(CN) complex and V = 11 x 10 m/s)

2&= 0.11 eV in excellent agreement with the value of the d.c. gap [18,19].

It follows that the d.c. gap is associated with the distortion of the Pt

- 20 -



chains while the optical gap 2 & = 0.2 eV f27~l includes in addition the
op

Br~ contribution V = A - A = 45 meV. With these estimation we get from

(3.14) "X^ = 0,7 and from (2.20) 1| = 3.55 which are consistent with

the approximations made in deriving the excitation spectrum. The bandwidth

cut-off k is of the same order of magnitude as that obtained from the

width of the giant Kohn anomaly £36]. The enhanced CDW mass per

electron can also be derived from (3.13) m /m '= 1400 in good agreement

with the optical data [27]. The parameters \ , % , A, V,A i and k are

plotted in Fig. 1 versus temperature } the input data being taken from

[5, 22-27] . The temperature dependence of all these parameters suddenly

changes at about 80K pointing out a structural transition in KCP. It is

noteworthy that this temperature is the same as the three-dimensional

ordering temperature.

The full spectrum of the phasons and amplitudons over the range

0-dq<i2k can be obtained by computing the polarizations (3,11). The

spectrum slightly depends on temperature in agreement with the neutron scat-

tering data [25]. The phason and amplitudon dispersion relations are

plotted in fig. 2 versus q/2k for T- 40K The distorted phonon

frequencies are snoottily connected to that of the regular phonons at q= 2k .

The shape of the curves fairly agrees with that obtained from .the neutron

scattering experiments [25] . If the finite life-time Tf~ of the electron

states is included in the Green functions (3.3) then the phason and

amplitudon Green functions (38) become

1 ' (3.15)

where the phason and amplitudon life-times | . are given by

(3.16)

and the pinning frequency CO and amplitudon frequency cu are shifted to
T R

(3.17)

One can see From (3.17) that the finite life-time effects further increase

the pinning frequency of the phase mode.

4. FAR INFRARED OPTICAL PROPERTIES

The optical properties of an electron-phonon coupled system are

described in terms of the total current density operator

(4.1)

where the paramagnetic part is

= - e.

h
(4.2)

= o

and the diamagnetic one

(4.3)

e being the electron charge, m- the electron mass, c - the light velocity

and A(x) - the vector potential of the external electromagnetic field

given by

(4.4}



with to ( x) - the scalar potential. The electrons are described by the

field operators "^(x) in (4.2). The linear response theory gives for the

Fourier transform of the induced current density

S"X(x) =<#(t)[j}.u.(x)|<j6(t)> -<O|jJ^{x)|O> (|<J&(t)> being the

ground state of the system with external electromagnetic field which develops

adiabatically from the ground state \0? of the non-interacting system)

[39]

(4.5)

where the summation metric is (+,-), q = (q,to) and

(4.6)

n being the average electron density (per unit length) and R..y(q) the

Fourier transform of the retarded response function (Heisenberg picture)

(4.7)

The retarded response function (4.7) can be obtained by analytical

continuation from the time-ordered response function

which can be calculated diagrammatically. For real weights of the

Lehmann representation we have

» " • (a y .

The local charge conservation and gauge invariance lead, respectively, to

- 23 -

the following two conditions for K ,.(q):

(4.10)

where q = q, q = u) • These conditions are not independent: they can be

obtained from one another by making use of definitions (4.6) and (4.7)

and the symmetry properties of K ,, (q).

In order to make use of the diagrammatical methods for calculating

the time-ordered response function ^.^(q) we introduce the three-point

vertex function

where "U*1 is the Nambu spinor for our one-dimensional system and
J P

(4.121

with

= O (4.13)

1 being the 2 x 2 unit matrix. Making use of the local charge conservation

(continuity equation) and equal-time commutators we get straightforwardly

the Ward identity

(4.14)

where G(p) are the exact Green functions of the system. The time-ordered

response function (4.8) can be written with the three-point vertex function

(4.11) as

-24 -



(4.15)

The Ward identity (4.1a) used in (4.15) together with the definition (4.13)

and relationships(4.6) and (4.9) ensure the gauge invariance conditions

(4.10).

If the long-range Coulomb interaction

(4.16)

2, 2
with U(q) = 4TCe /q A ( A being the transverse area per chain) and q 4 0

is added to the electron-phonon hamiltonian of the CDW state
0

e i v e n b y ( 3 - 1 ^ <3-5' a n d <3-7> then a straightforward"
0

H H"pCDW + Hph i

diagrammatical analysis leads us to the following Dyson equation for the

three-point vertex function:

(4.17)

where A u (p + 1 p) contains only those diagrams which are irreducible

with respect to the interaction lines, G(p) are the exact electronic

Green functions and D^ (q) are the free phonon Green functions given by

(2.6), It is noteworthy here that if the exact phason and amplitudes Green

functions and dressed Coulomb interaction would appear in (4,17) instead of

D ' (q) and, respectively, U(q), then the irreducible vertex function

would replace ^ t^^-f"\+3 >&<) a n t h e r' h l S- o f t n i s equation.

- 25 -

Within the bubble approximation we take in (4.17)

*1 < £; A )
(4.18)

and the free electronic Green functions given by (3.2). It is worth

mentioning here that J\. i^ (p + q,"p) given by (4.18) satisfies the Ward

identity (4.14) so that the bubble approximation ensures the gauge invariance

(4.10) of the response functions. With

(4.19)

we get from (4.17)

(4.20)

where a r e £ i v e n b v a n d

with |p|<k - |q| /2

A transverse electromagnetic plane wave with the electric field

E(t) parallel to the chain axis and constant along this direction induces a

current density (<^0|J (x)[o)>= 0 due to the space reflection invariance)

- 26 -



(4.22)

where A {uj} is the Fourier transform of the external vector potential.

Making use of (4.22) into the Maxwell equation

\ 1
(4.23)

where the electric displacement field D(t) is given by D(t) = |, A(t),
c ot

we get straightforwardly the dielectric function £. (W) of the transverse

electromagnetic response (D(to) =€(ui)E(uj))

(4.24)

or, if the gauge invariance conditions (4.10) are used

(4.25)

The corresponding optical conductivity is given by <fc (UJ)= l+i(*|TrAu) 0~ (oS&.

Frora (4.6), (4.9), (4.15) and (4.19) we get ((*j>0)

(4.26)

and F
r.r,(

<l' c a n obtained from the system of equations (4.20) (noticing

q) = f^Cq) = fi3<q) = t^iq) = 0 due to thethat fQ l(q) = flo(q) = f ^ q ) = f^Cq) = fi3<q) = t^i

fact that the corresponding integral in (3.10) is an odd function of p).

Doing so we get

where

(4.28)

- 27 -

is the phlson Green function given by (3.8) and (3.9). One can sec that,

as expected, the amplitudons do not contribute to the optical properties

of the system.

The dielectric function (4.27) can be calculated by evaluating the

fucntions *'.,„( q) anr1 fi_(q) ̂ f (-ql iixm (3.10). If the el r otronic Green
00 02 20

functions (3.?) and (3.3) are introduced into (J.io) and the integral over

frequencies is performed we get

c-l*! 11.

(4.29)

£-5")-

where + stand for p + q/2, n(p) is the Fermi- Dirac distribution and

u , v are given by (3.8) with <p + "fT/2 = 0 and "\ from (2.21). In
P P P _^
the limit B A S>1 ( S being the inverse of the temperature, fi = k T,

up' B

k - Boltzmann constant), LO, V q ^ 2 A
D r o p

2 V k we get after
F c

straightforward calculations

TT

(4.30)
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so that the dielectric function (4.27) is

(4.31)

where "J = 4ffn e /raA is the plasma frequency, m/m is given by (3,13)

P ° r

and the phason Green function (3.15) has been used with 1̂ ,= 0 and UJ^—

the pinning frequency (3.14). The well-known result (4.21) [4.37^ is in

good agreement with the phenomenological oscillator model [27]. The

dielectric function (4.31) can be cast into another form by introducing
1. Within the present approximation we get

F ^ = ^ > M =x + i/eH/A'oPy
-to

(4.32)

which is the standard form of a dielectric function with a transverse mode

2 2 » ?
OJ and with a longitudinal one tj =to + 3/2/U> brought about by the

Coulomb interaction. With VU = 2.88 eV, A = 0.1 eV, u£= 1.9 eV [18,2.7]
p op 1

tA; = 8.1 meV [25] and X = 0.45 obtained in § 3 the static dielectric
Q

constant £(0) is obtained from (4.32), £(0) ~ 1800 in good agreement

with the experimental values which run in the range 1000 "^ 3000 [27J.

When the phason life-time PL is introduced into the phason Green

i ™

function D (q.ufl as in (3.15) the real part of the optical conductivity

in the f.i.r. region is obtained from (4.31) as a Lorentzian-shaped

function r i

(4.33)

where the life-time effects have been neglected in the pinning frequency

(3.17). The optical conductivity (4.331 is used in Fig.3 to fit the

experimental curve [27}. For '^ = ^'^ m e^ (all other parameters being

those aforementicned ) the experimental absolute value Ĵ~ = 950^1™)
max

(at T = 8SK ) is obtained but the theoretical curve is too narrow as

compared with the experimental one. For I rfj ̂ 1 meV the shape of the
normalized conductivity CT(U))/0" is almost identical with the

max
experimental curve, n~ being, however, smaller than the experimental

max

value (about 1/3 of the latter). This is an indication that an (X»-dependent

phascan life-time would produce a more satisfactory fit. Nevertheless the

values I ̂ = 0.3 - 1 meV are consistent with those derived from the

neutron scattering experiments, U = °-5 meV [25J . The reflectivity R

given by the Freenel formula

Cw)
(4.34)

is plotted in Fig. 4 versus CU for two values of the parameter ,*

With the aforementioned values of the input parameters (US = 1 . 9 meV,

Co> = B.I meV) and A - 0-45 the plasma edge CO = CA> + 3 / 2 \ u i from

(4.32) a t \M = 0 i s ~ 7 meV (56 cm ) in exce l len t agreement with

the experimental value [27^ .

5. CONCLUSIONS

The incommensurate pinning mechanism in KCP enables ua to obtain a

unified picture of the X-ray, neutron scattering and optical spectroscopy

data in this material. It has been shown that the Peierls-Frohlich

transition in KCP can be viewed as being induced by the Q-quasi-modulated

Br distribution. The strength V of the assuming Q-periodic potential

and the coupling strength / i associated with the elastic energy stored

by the modulated Br~ distribution are fitting parameters which, together

with the phason life-tiino p . , allow the theory to quantitatively account

for all the aforementioned experimental data. The electron-phonon coupling
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phason life-time \& •

strength has been derived from the phason and amplitudon spectrum calculated

within the bubble approximation in the long wavelength limit. The value

obtained for this coupling strength ensures an excellent agreement between

the distortion amplitude of the Pt(CN) chains and the d.c. gap parameter

A- The incommensurate pinning mechanism requires another gap parameter

A = D +V , associated with the optical properties of the system. Both the
op

optical gap and the pinning frequency are given by the theory in excellent

agreement with the experimental data. With these data the bandwidth cut-

off is obtained within the mean field approach in fair agreement with the

width of the giant Kohn anomaly. The peak in the f.i.r. conductivity,

the CDW plasma edge and the large values of the static dielectric constant

are also reproduced within the present approach by allowing for a finite

^ a a been found that the collective excitation

spectrum and the f.i.r. optical properties of the CDW state have a slight-

temperature dependence in agreement with the experimenatal data whereas

the parameters of the incommensurate pinning mechanism undergo a sudden

change around 80K . This is an indication that the uncorrelated,

fluctuating CDW state develops into a stable one as the temperature is

lowered, 80K' being the temperature around which (incomplete) three-

dimensional ordered CDW state has been reported in KCP. A full understanding

of the behaviour of the material around this transition temperature requires

three-dimensional effects to be taken into account. The d.c. conductivity

curve and the large peak in the optical conductivity at 2i = 0.2 eV

could also be understood by the following mechanism. The disordered effectsf

much more ineffective as compared with those brought by the modulated Er

distribution, cause only a depression in the state density at the Fermi

points, a pseudogap being developed around 2 A given by the present

approach.with the lower bound 2 it. j the latter being a true gap. A

weighted distribution of the parameters V> 0 as that attempted for the

optical gap parameters A [28,29~| would provide us with a satisfactory

fitting of the temperature dependence of the optical gap. As the temperature

is lowered only the d.c. gap 2 & would then be thermally activated, thus

giving account for the d.c. conductivity curve which is exponentially

activated with the gap parameter A.
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Figure 2

Parameter of the Br induced Peierls-Fr°hlich transition in KCP

versus temperature: electron-phonon coupling strength "V,

bandwidth cut-off parameters ^ = V k /A (A - ̂  + V) ,

distortion parameter A of the Ft chains, Br potential strength

V and elastic strength /.̂  associated with the Q-modulated Br

distribution. The input data (according to (2.3), (2.20), (3.13)

and (3.14)) are taken from [5,22-27]: to = B.I meV, CO = 6 meV,

2 A = 0.2 eV, V = 11 x 10 m/s, as well as the temperature
op F

dependence of the pinning frequency UJ , distortion amplitude

of the Pt chains and Pt-Pt distance c.

Phason (^) and amplitudon (R) dipersion relations computed

with the polarizations (3,11). The input parameters are those

given in figure 1.

Figure 3 Normalized f.i.r. conductivity *T(u;)/<3-' given by (4.33)
max

compared to' the experimental one [27].

Figure 4 Theoretical reflectivity (4.34} for two values of the parameter

\6 compared with the experimental one [27] . The plasma edge

at about 56 cm (7 meV) is in excellent agreement with the

experimental value.
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